

PD SEMINAR AGENDA

8:00 – 8:45 am  Arrival and start; tech check/Base Camp link

8:45 – 10:30 am  IRIS basics:
Finding and navigating IRIS
Modules; exploration time; PD applications

10:30 – 10:40 am  Break

10:40 – 12:15 pm  IRIS background and IRL resources:
IRIS Resource Locator (IRL); Case Studies;
explore Information Briefs; Interviews; Video
Vignettes; explore the IRL

12:15 – 1:00 pm  Working Lunch: List applications for PD Tips sheet

1:00 – 1:15 pm  Share Tips sheet applications

1:15 – 3:30 pm  Other IRIS resources:
Evidence-Based Practice Annotations; explore Web
Resource Directory; Film tool; Book tool; Glossary;
exploration

Using IRIS tab for PD:
PD Guide; using IRIS resources; navigating; Adult
Learning Theory Module; Top Tips; Sample Wrap-
Around Concept Maps; Planning Forms; Manuals &
Answer Keys; archived Webinars

Aligning standards and coordination:
IRIS linked to standards; examples of district
applications; what do I share with my district?;
Evaluations and feedback